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Sulphur dioxide (SOz) is a well known air pollutant that is 
highly toxic to plant life. This particular pollutant was demon-
strated to cause plant damage in the late 1800's and more studies 
have been conducted on the plant effects of this pollutant than 
any other. The excessive use of fossil fuels (coal and oil) in 
the early 1900's over wide areas of eastern United States for 
home heating and the continued use of these fuels for generation 
of electrical power and space heating has resulted in increasing 
levels of SOz. 

Until very recently, SOz was considered to be a point source 
problem in that damage was only noted in the predominant downwind 
direction from isolated sources. In large part, this type of 
damage pattern still exists around point sources with short stacks 
but with the advent of the use of taller stacks at major fossil 
fuel consuming power plants or at other large industrial sources, 
SOz is much less concentrated at ground level. However, S02 as 

Figure 1. Acute SOz damage to 
oak. Note exact line between 
so2 bleached areas and non 
affected tissues. Light areas 
are tan to creamy white in 
color; later they may fall out 
leaving very ragged appearance 
to leaf. 
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Figure 2. This damage to a 
red maple leaf occurred when 
S02 combined with water during 
misty days to form H2S04. 
Severe damage to large forested 
areas occurred adjacent to 
the source. H2S04 will also 
cause distinct spots to form 
on the leaf where water droplets . 
persisted. 

well as other .. pollutants are distributed over a much wider area and at greater distances 
downwind. Therefore acute plant damage in close to such sources has been greatly 
reduced but overall widespread chronic damage may be increasing. The interaction of 
S02 and atmospheric moisture has been observed to increase the acidity of rainfall over 
large areas downwind of major industrial centers and has been documented in the North-
eastern United States as well as several European countries. 

In general, SOz effects to vegetation in Virginia continue to be isolated instances .-.-.. 
that can be traced to a point source of pollution. However, the interaction of S02 
with other pollutants such as ozone and/or nitrogen dioxide probably is causing chronic 
plant damage over a wider area than presently observed. 

Sources: 

Sulfur dioxide is emitted to the atmosphere when any material containing sulfur is 
heated. Sulphur thus driven off combines with atmospheric oxygen to form SOz. In the 
presence of moisture (H20), HzS04 is formed. 

Industrial sources of SOz include those involved in the smelting of ores, manufacture 
of steel including coke ovens, and the refining of petroleum. The generation of 
electrical power at fossil fuel consuming power stations emits almost as much SOz as 
all other in~ustrial sources combined on a national basis (18% vs 14%). In many instances 
major industrial sites have a self contained power plant and even though the primary 
manufacturing process does not emit SOz, the pollutant will be present downwind of such 
industries. More important sources on a local basis include coal fired furnaces for 
space heating, refuse burning, and spontaneous combustion of coal refuse piles. 

The transportation industry emits some S02 . through exhaust systems but concentrations 
are seldom (if ever) high enough to cause damage as a single pollutant; interaction with 
03 and N02 could result in plant damage. 

Symptoms: 

Broadleaf trees: Under chronic exposure (long term-low concentration of S02) plant 



damage is characterized by a yellowing of the foliage with particular damage to the 
interveinal areas of tissue. If exposure continues uninterrrupted, the affected areas 
may appear whitish or light tan in color and acute damage occurs. The chronically 
affected areas occur in fairly exact patterns. Overall plant effects under chronic 
exposure include reductions in growth and yield. 

Acute fumigation (long or short term exposure to high S02 concentration) of most 
plant species including broadleaf trees results in white or light tan colored areas of 
leaf tissue between the veins (Figure 1). Both upper and lower leaf surfaces are 
affected. These areas have very exact margins between affected and non-affected tissues 
and if exposure is continued, leaves become ragged, tattered, and premature defoliation 
results (Figure 2). Long term exposure will result in tree death and large acreages of 
timber have been killed around major point sources. 

Conifers: Sulfur dioxide under chronic conditions causes yellowing of older needle 
tissue in a mottle pattern which results in premature needle drop of two and three old 
needles. Affected trees will have a very thin foliage with a tufted appearance due to 
only the current season~ needles remaining on the tree. 

Acute _exposure will result in tipburn of current season needles and rapid drop of 
two and three year needles. A bright red to orange-red coloration will result and 
usually every needle within a fasicle sheath is affected. Bands will appear on needles 
if distinct acute exposures occur throughout the growing season as the needles emerge 
from the fasicle sheath (Figure 3). Later in the season the discoloration may· 
continue towards the needle base and during high winds, the affected needle tips will 
break off. The entire tree will appear to have a reddish periphery and a green center 
when looked at from a distance. 

Under continued acute exposures, tree death will result over wide downwind dispersion 
areas. One report indicated that over 23 square miles of white pine were injured at 
distances up to 7 miles of an So2 ·source in Canada. Similar total destruction of a 
forest has been noted and documented at Copper Hill, Tennessee. 

Injury threshold values: Injury thresholds vary greatly for individual plant species 

Figure 3. Eastern white pine 
needles injured by acute 
fumigation with S02. Note 
banded appearance of bleached 
areas and the exact line between 
injured and non-injured tissues. 
Needles will become brittle 
at the point of injury and will 
break. Reduced tree growth will 
result from reduced leaf area. 



and environmental conditions. The generally accepted level for damage to occur is 
30 pphm S02 for a period of 8 hours. However many studies have shown significant 
plant damage at doses well below that level and conversely many plants are tolerant to 
such levels. 

Sensitive tree species: Hardwood species known sensitive to S02 include green and 
white ash, beech, birch, catalpa, elm, hawthorne, hybrid poplar, sumac, sycamore, yellow 
poplar, and willow. 

Sensitive conifers include jack, loblolly, eastern white, and Virginia pines, 
Douglas fir and larch. 

Many other plants indigenous to the forest that are sensitive to S02 have been 
listed in Publication No. 568 "Diagnosis of Air Pollution Injury to Plants" Extension 
Division, VP! & SU, Blacksburg, June 1974. 

Diagnostic methods: Most acute damage due to S02 occurs in close and downwind of 
major sources. By making a careful examination of as many plant species as listed 
above as possible in a given area and by checking these same plant species upwind of a 
major source, a definite pattern of damage can be obtained. Therefore diagnosis is 
relatively easy assuming that no other diseases or insects are present that would appear 
similar to the injury caused by so2 in the downwind direction from the source. 

Control or reduction of loss: Since S02 is primarily a point source problem, some 
manipulation of species towards those that are more tolerant to SOz may be feasible 
until industrial sources are controlled. However damage to large forested areas can 
only be alleviated by cutting of affected trees prior to their loss in usefulness due 
to subsequent decline and decay. Urban trees can be fertilized and otherwise maintained 
to promote good vigor in areas of chronic so2 exposure. 
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